
Bedfordshire Autism Voice Minutes 

Date of meeting: 22/06/2022 

Location: The Rose, Bedford 

Minutes taken by: SY 

Attendees: Bex Ellis, Autism Bedfordshire  

          Saeeda Younis, Autism Bedfordshire 

          2 autistic adults from the local area 

  

Council 

- When searching ‘autism’ via council website, search results show support for people 

with learning disability but not autism. Archives from years ago not relevant. -- - 

- Assessment needs forms: questions are not autism specific. The online form gives 

you space to write but not enough time - session expires. 

- Out of date info on council website. Community groups out of date.  

- ACTION: pass information over to the council 

 

Health  

- Experience: called 111 on behalf of partner and told them he’s autistic. Operator was 

mindful and helpful, however, they were then referred to doctor who rushed the call 

and it was hard to keep up.  

- Then referred to out of hours doctor. Adult had autistic passport ready and took it to 

the appointment which was very handy to have information and needs on 

document. 

- Experience at GP: Because hospital didn’t identify issue, there was then an 

appointment with the GP, but GP was not receptive to the information from A&E. 

Also took autism passport and asked to have it put on file but was met with 

resistance. 

- “If you say you’re autistic before explaining your symptoms, it seems GP has 

assessed your symptoms based on that.” 

- E-consult forms were useful. Question mark around why they have been taken away. 

“If I didn’t have someone calling the GP to make an appointment for me, I wouldn’t 

call at all. I was on the phone for an hour in a queue of 41 people and still didn’t get 

an appointment.” 

Social Care 

ACTION: bring in someone from social care for next session.  



Employment 

- What can businesses do about high unemployment among people on the spectrum? 

What can they do to combat this? Can we raise money to make social enterprises for 

autistic people in Bedford? 

- There are disability friendly employers. Companies like to state that they’re inclusive 

Can there be autistic friendly employers?  

- Look at local businesses – get them to have personal quotes on *why* their business 

supports an autistic adult.  

- There are purple badges for GPs which make practices accredited and shows that 

they’re all trained. Employers need something similar. 

 

Next group meeting 

Wednesday 7th September, Frescoes Café Bedford 

 

 

 

 

 


